
TSTM Metering Solutions:  
ACCURATE. RELIABLE. SAFE.
TSTM provides revolutionary metering products – helping you improve safety 
and revenues through more accurate and reliable electrical metering. TSTM 
offers a wide range of equipment to best meet your metering challenges.

VT Packs™

Improve metering safety and accuracy with TSTM’s VT Pack™ voltage 
transformer arrays. 

When compared to conventional non-toroidal separate transformers that are 
hand-wired on-site, VT Packs contain all three transformers in a convenient, 
sealed enclosure that is lighter, easier and quicker to mount. They cost less 
and are guaranteed against failure when installed properly. They’re virtually 
indestructible to the elements and there is less risk to employees. 

VT Pucks™

The VT Puck by TSTM, Inc. is a large 0.6 kV Class voltage transformer  
suitable for revenue metering applications. The primary use for this  
transformer is to power the phase that has power line carrier AMR/AMI  
technology connected having difficulty communicating due to excessive 
noise or harmonic interference. The design of this epoxy encapsulated,  
short, cylindrically shaped transformer has multiple mounting provisions 
for both internal and external mounting applications.

Sockets
When you use TSTM sockets and harnesses, you eliminate the likelihood of 
wiring errors. These compact sockets are designed to be easily configured 
for 3-wire or 4-wire services. Plus, the pre-wired design eliminates the need 
for VT mounting brackets and expensive transformer cabinets when used to 
house our VT Pack voltage transformers. 
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Meter Adapters
Lightweight, TSTM’s meter adapters are designed to work with a variety of 
meters. Self-contained toroidal autotransformers reduce AMR voltage from 
480 to 240. Quick, easy, hyper-reliable. 

Accessories
TSTM also offers power and wire harnesses, mounting kits and brackets, 
jumper plugs, connector covers, terminal block and backer strips. 

TSTM Hockey Puck™ 
Auxiliary Transformers
Quickly gaining legendary status for reliability and power line carrier signal 
acuity, our Hockey Puck™ Auxiliary Power Transformers are similar to our 
precision series of VT products, but are for cost-effective general uses like 
TWACS® transmitters, L&G/Hunt endpoints, modems, load management 
receivers and a wide range of other electrical equipment. Hermetically sealed 
and easily installed in or out of the cabinet, they economically provide the 
same protection against failure as our precision VT products do in more  
stringent voltage-transformer applications. 




